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PERSPECTIVES ON LUSO-AFRICAN COMMERCE AND SETTLEMENT 
IN THE GAMBIA AND GUINEA-BISSAU REGION, 16TH-19TH CENTURIES* 
BY GEORGE E. BROOKS 
This paper examines the economic, social, and cultural influences of Lusa-
Africans living along the Gambia River and in the Guinea-Bissau region from the six-
teenth to the nineteenth centuries, in terms of two general themes. The first is 
the significance of the sustained economic, social, and cultural ties between the 
Cape Verde Islands and the Guinea-Bissau region which began in the fifteenth century, 
and which continue to the present day. The second concerns how interrelationships 
between African societies, incoming Portuguese and Cape Verdean "strangers," and 
their Lusa-African descendants changed over time. 
In social and cultural terms 11Luso-Africans 11 were more or less "Portuguese" or 
"African" depending on circumstances. "Eurafrican" is employed to designate the de-
scendants of Europeans and Africans generally, individuals not specifically indenti-
fied as Lusa-African, Anglo-African, etc. As with Lusa-African the short prefix of 
Eurafrican is intended to communicate the proportionally much smaller "European" 
heritage vis-a-vis "African" heritage of an individual raised by an African or 
Eurafrican mother in an African milieu. 
*An earlier version of this paper was presented to the Mi\hlomi Seminar, Univer-
sity of Lesoth-0, and at the Fourth International Congress of African Studies held 
at Kinshasa'·in.'necember 1978. I am indebted to Richard Lobban, Peter Mark, Phyllis 
M. Martin, Joseph C. Miller, Emilio F. Moran, Avelino Teixeira da ·Mota, Bruce L. 
Mouser, S. I. Mudenge, Jose Maria Nunes Pereira, Claire Robertson, and Donald R. 
Wright for comments and stimulating remarks concerning similar developments in 
other parts of Africa. Debra Chase typed this and the previous draft. The per-
spectives offered in the paper are derived from a monograph in preparation. 
Critiques and comments are welcomed from readers, and will be gratefully acknowledged 
in subsequent publications. 
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The Cape Verde Islands-Guinea Nexus 1 
The inhabitants of the Cape Verde Islands developed important commercial, so-
cial, and cultural ties with African societies of the Senegambia and Upper Guinea 
Coast from the fifteenth century. Cape Verdean-born Portuguese and increasingly, 
Cape Verdean-born Lusa-Africans soon supplanted peninsular Portuguese as the princi-
pal traders. Individuals raised in the archipelago acquired immunities and resis-
tance to dysenteries, malaria, and other diseases endemic in West Africa. Not less 
advantageous, they learned Crioulo, or "Black Portuguese," the language of the 
' Islands and which with Mandinka served as a commercial lingrnfranca for the Senegam-
, 
bia and Upper Guinea Coast from the sixteenth century onwards. Cape Verdeans like-
wise acquired invaluable knowledge of West African languages, social institutions, 
and cultural practices from parents and relatives, and from captives brought to the 
archipelago in an almost uninterrupted flow for use in the Islasds and for resale 
and shipment to the Americas. 
Numerous Cape Verdeans became lancados (Portuguese lancar: "to send out"), 
venturesome traders who settled among coastal and riverine societies and accomodated 
to longstanding African landlord-stranger reciprocities. (See map #1,) One of the 
most important privileges accorded "strangers" was that of marrying; African wives 
were invaluable to lan~ados as interpreters of languages and cultures, and as col-
2 laborators in commercial exchanges. Lansados and their descendants functioned as 
commercial intermediaries and culture-brokers between African societies and visiting 
Cape Verdeans, Portuguese, and other European traders. 
From the early sixteenth century, some lan~ados came to be termed tangomaos, 
an African word of uncertain origin which in Portuguese usage connoted "outcastes" 
or '·'renegades," individuals who had forsaken European ways. Tangomaos manifestly 
found it to their interests to integrate their lives with Africans, for they parti-
cipated in religious ceremonies, underwent circumcision and scarification, wore 
African dress and protective amulets, and otherwise pEacticed African customs. 
3 
The phenomenon of tangomaos has not been adequately studied, but they seem to have 
been found principally, if not exclusively, among acephalous societies on the upper 
Guinea Coast. Likewise significant in the context of the discussion which follows 
(concerning African societies progressively segregating Luse-Africans from the sec-
ond half of the sixteenth century onwards) is that the term tangomao passed from 
use around the close of the seventeenth century. 3 
Commercial, social, and cultural links between the Cape Verde Islands and the 
Guinea-Bissau region were reinforced from the 1580s onwards as a consequence of 
Dutch, French, and English competition in the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast. 
By the close of the seventeenth century these rivals had restricted Portuguese and 
Cape Verdeans to a trading sphere extending roughly from the Casamance to the Rio 
Grande rivers. Portuguese and Luse-Africans living in this region continued, how-
ever, to carry on relay trade northwards to the Gambia anrl southwards to the Nunez 
and Pongo rivers. 
The constriction of the Cape Verdean trading sphere to the Guinea-Bissau region 
concomitantly increased and reinforced cultural exchanges, with reciprocal and cumu-
lative effects on the populations of both areas. Wasteful agricultural practices 
and overgrazing exacerbated the recurrent droughts and famines which ravaged the 
Cape Verde archipelago, neccessitating repopulation of the Islands with captive 
Africans, which from the eighteenth century onwards were drawn almost exclusively 
from the Guinea-Bissau region and neighboring areas. African population increments 
continuously modified the demographic and cultural characteristics of the people of 
the Cape Verde Islands. At the same time, numerous Cape Verdeans were impelled to 
seek their livehihood in Guinea, as traders, administrators, soldiers, sailors, 
artisans, and priests; and many of those who returned to the Islands brought fami-
lies and dependents. 4 
As a consequence, as time passed the populations of both the Cape Verde Islands 
and the coastal and riverine areas of the Guinea-Bissau region became demographically 
4 
and culturally more "Lusa-African." To the archipelago's early inhabitants, a 
small minority of white landholders and traders controlling numerous enslaved Afri-
cans, was added an augmenting population of Lusa-Africans, slave and free, possess~ 
ing a dual heritage. And notwithstanding that the Lusa-Africans' and Africans' de-
pendent relationships constrained them to emulate the behavior patterns of the domi-
nant white--and as time passed, not-so-white--ruling oligarchy, the unending influx 
of captives from the Guinea-Bissau region ensured continuing cultural mixing as 
well as miscegenation among the three groups. 
Cape Verdeans who lived in the Guinea-Bissau region, whether for a short time 
or for many years, reinforced the trading communities and disseminated Lusa-African 
and Portuguese attributes among neighboring African societies, absorbing much from 
them in return. However, these social and cultural exchanges significantly affected 
only the coastal and riverine societies of the Guinea-Bissau region with whom .Luso- .·· 
.. 
Africans and Portuguese had sustained relations, and had little influence on the 
Mandinka and Fula peoples living in the woodlands and savannas of the interior. 
Indeed, the principal migrations of Fula into the Guinea-Bissau region only began 
in the eighteenth century. (See maps #2 and #3; note that tidal reaches effectively 
demarcate coastal-riverine peoples from woodland-savanna peoples.) 
Mandinka and Fula belong to the vast Mantling and Fulfulde language and cultural 
spheres extending across West Africa. Their extensive social and cultural links 
contribute to significant differences between them and the coastal-riverine socie-
ties, whose social and cultural relationships extend along a north-south coastal 
axis. Both Mandinka and Fula societies are stratified, differentiating free-born 
(including "noble") families from endogamous occupational groups (e.g. smiths, 
leatherworkers, and bards), and captives and their descendants. Mandinka and Fula 
were likewise set apart from the coastal-riverine peoples by their progressive 
conversion to Islam, which spread from trading communities to other elements of 
society. The relatively few Portuguese and Lusa-Africans who came into contact 
with Mandinka and Fula in the Guinea-Bissau region were restricted to trading 
communities on the upper reaches of the Casamance, Cacheu, and Geba rivers. 
In contrast to the Mandinka and Fula, the coastal and riverine societies in 
5 
the Guinea-Bissau region inhabited much smaller territories, were numerically fewer 
and had no sustained social and cultural ties extending to large areas of West Afri-
ca, practiced traditional religions on a localized basis, incorporated no endogamous 
occupational groups, and their political organizations generally did not extend be-
yond village-level. These societies experienced far-reaching and frequently disas-
trous changes as a cons~quence of centuries of slave-raiding and social disruption. 
Papels (Brames, Manjacs), Beafadas, and Banhuns (Bainouk, Baiotes) in particular 
experienced profound social and cultural changes from centuries of close association 
with Portuguese and Lusa-Africans, relations which included shared settlement pat-
terns, considerable intermarriage, and, for the men, extended periods of employment 
as grumetes. Grumetes were auxiliary seamen hired to navigate trading craft, to 
perform ancillary skilled occupations such as boat-building and repair, and to 
serve as compradors at trading establishments. Though Diola (Felupe), Balantas, 
and Bijagos generally excluded Portuguese and Luso-African traders from their ter-
ritories and restricted commercial exchanges to places and arrangements of their 
choosing, they could not avoid the consequences of centuries of rapacious slave-
ra.iding, whether as aggressors or as victims. The impact of Portuguese and Luso-
Africans on coastal-riverine societies in the Guinea-Bissau region was inestimably 
greater than on the Mandinka and Fula inhabitants of the interior, thereby reinforc-
ing the pre-European social and cultural dichotomy of the region while at the same 
time contributing new and disruptive elements to the coastal-riverine societies. 
Portuguese and Luse-African Commerce 
in the Gambia-Casamance-Cacheu Area 
6 
.Lancados were permitted to trade with the Mandinka states extending along both 
banks of the Gambia River, but they and their descendants were denied access to 
overland trade routes leading from the Gambia to the Mandinka heartland on the 
upper Niger. By contrast, Portuguese and Luse-Africans were accorded generous 
privilieges by the Banhun people, who had developed an extensive commercial network 
linking the Cacheu, Casamance, and Gambia rivers along two axes: (1) south to north 
from the Banhun homeland along the lower reaches of the north bank of the Cacheu 
River to the Casamance by means of creeks and portages, northeastwards along the 
Songrougrou River, thence north-westwards.by creeks and portages to connect with 
Vintang Creek and the Gambia River; and (2) east-west along the Casamance River, 
(See map #3). Banhuns permitted Portuguese and Luse-Africans to travel along their 
commercial routes and settle in their communities until towards the close of the 
sixteenth century, a change of policy which is described below. 
Mandinka commercial routes along the Gambia River date from the eleventh or 
twelfth century. Traders were followed by other groups, and after the rise of the 
Mali Empire in the thirteenth century, Mandinka military leaders founded states 
along both banks of the Gambia River. 5 The Banhun trade diaspora has been little 
studied, but there is reason to suppose that it predates the beginning of Mandinka 
state-building in the lower Gambia. Mandinka founded states along the north bank 
of the Gambia to the Atlantic, but, significantly, along the south bank only as far 
as Vintang Creek, the northern terminus of the Banhun trade network. Until the 
latter part of the eighteenth century, the left (west) bank of Vinta~g Creek and 
adjoining territory comprised the state of Foni, populated principally by Diola but 
6 
ruled by Banhuns. 
Mandinka trade routes also interconnected with the Banhun network along the 
upper Casamance River where Mandinka founded the Casa state, incorporating the 
7 
easternmost part of the Banhun diaspora along the Casamance. The Casa mansa 
(hence Casamance) ruled over a mixed population of Mandinka, Banhuns, and Balantas. 
Following the disintegration of the Mali Empire at the close of the fifteenth cen-
tury, the Casa state became part of the Mandinka Kaabu Empire. 7 The Kaabu Empire 
extended between the Gambia River and the Futa Jallon, controlling the north-south 
trade routes and east-west routes connecting the upper Niger area with the Casa-
mance, Cacheu, and Geba rivers. Larn;;ados were permitted to settle at Farim (from 
faring mansa, "client ruler") and Geba, at the head of navigation on the Cacheu and 
Geba rivers respectively, and these became the most important trading centers in the 
Guinea-Bissau region with large communities of Luse-Africans and grumetes. 8 
Luse-Africans as Commercial and Cultural Brokers 
Luso-Aricans, the offspring of lanxado-African marriages, represented a new 
and unprecedented element in West African societies, but the sparse information 
available makes it difficult to analyze how social patterns and institutions 
adapted to changing circumstances. Growing up in African cultures and possessing 
some knowledge of European ways, Luse-Africans possessed a unique potential to 
function as commercial and cultural intermediaries. Nonetheless, their opportuni-
ties and range of possibilities must have been largely determined by the status 
and privileges accorded by their mothers' societies: ,to ,what extent they inherited 
their mothers' social ranking, rights to land use, and other prerogatives. Differ-
ences between stratified and acephalous societies must have been significant deter-
minants, but these parameters remain to be adequately studied. 
Concerning rights to land use, Walter Rodney has perceptively observed that 
African societies would not rent to Portuguese (and by extension, "stranger" Luso-
Africans) more land than was needed for dwellings and stores. Denial of land for 
cultivation rendered them dependent on Africans for food supplies, a factor of no 
small consequence whenever there were disputes to resolve. 9 Whether or not 
8 
lan9ados' Luse-African offspring were accorded the same privileges concerning land 
use as other members of a society must have had significant consequences. If not, 
such deprivation would have provided a strong incentive for a man or woman to enter 
commerce or for a man to seek employment as a grumete. Alternatively, Luse-African 
children treated the same as anyone else might have followed the same social 
patterns as their African peers, intermarried with other members of their society, 
and "disappeared," they and their descendants becoming fully enculturated. For 
whatever reason(s), it is evident that many Luse-African males did become involved 
in commerce, whether as traders or grumetes; what is no less striking is that numer-
ous Luse-African women entered commerce, some of them becoming large-scale traders. 
Insofar as generalizations can be made on the basis of available evidence, 
stratified societies with ruling elites (for example, Mandinka states along the 
Gambia River and the Wolof and Serer states of the Senegambia) systematically 
excluded Europeans and Eurafricans of whatever origins from access to marriage 
partners that might have provided them or their descendants with claims to leader-
ship positions. This notwithstanding, marital and kinship ties with African rulers 
and elite familes were highly advantageous. Moreover, there are numerous references 
in European sources from the seventeenth century onwards to Eurafrican women serving 
as intermediaries between Senegambian rulers and visiting European traders. Unfor-
tunately for historians, references to such influential women are generally limited 
to their first names or sobriquets only, as "Marie Mar" and "Belinguere," with 
little or no information concerning their families or social antecedents. This 
pattern of women acting as commercial intermediaries developed into the institution 
of "signareship" in Senegal. lO 
The pattern of Eurafrican women acting as intermediaries between African socie-
ties and European traders is likewise characteristic of the acephalous societies of 
the Upper Guinea Coast, with the additional characteristics that such women were 
important traders in their own right and exercised leadership roles in their commu-
9 
nities, sometimes ruling their own trading settlements. There are numerous reports 
from the seventeenth century concerning such women, including Bibiana Vaz, a Lusa-
African who built up an extensive trading empire between the Gambia and Sierra Leone 
rivers in the 1670s and 1680s and who held captive the commandant of Cacheu for 
fourteen months in 1684-1685, 11 and the renowned Rosa de Carvalho Alvarenga and Mae 
Aurelia Correia mentioned below. 
The cases where Eurafricans became "chiefs" seem invariably to have occurred 
among acephalous or weakly stratified societies on the Upper Guinea Coast where 
enterprising and often ruthless individuals used their retinues of kin, grumetes, 
and domestic slaves to assert by force prerogatives that did not exist in traditional 
custom or practice. Such was notably the case among the Susu, Landouman, Nalu, and 
Baga in the Nunez and Pongo area. From what is recorded concerning some of the in-
dividuals who seized power in these societies, their rule was notoriously arbitrary 
and despotic, unchecked by traditional sanctions or the counterbalancing powers of 
clan heads or other elements of society. 12 
By contrast, Lusa-Africans living in Mandinka states along the Gambia exercised 
no such arbitrary powers, and they were set off from Africans in highly visible ways. 
European accounts concerning Gambian commerce in the seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries record similar details concerning Lusa-African traders: they wore Euro-
pean-style clothing and crucifixes, which conspicuous attributes made them readily 
identifiable at first sight; they spoke Crioulo; bore Portuguese family names; 
asserted that they were "white men"; and lived in distinctive rectangular dwellings 
which they furnished with European articles. Several settlements had chapels, and 
priests from the Cape Verde Islands sporadically visited these and other communities 
along the Gambia to celebrate mass and administer the sacraments. 13 Inasmuch as 
Lusa-Africans were often as dark-skinned as Africans, spoke African languages 
fluently, were frequently married to Africans, and were dependent on Africans for 
their personal safecy. and security of possessions, it seems curious that traders 
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did not identify themselves as members of their mothers' societies. Clearly it 
nnJSt have been advantageous, perhaps even necessary in some instances, for them to 
assert "European" identities instead of African identities. 
Several considerations suggest why Luse-African traders behaved as they did. 
Their costume of European clothing and Christian crosses advertised their occupa-
tional role as "stranger-traders," an identification which afforded them a distinc-
tive and prestigious status and protection for themselves, their retinues, and 
their possessions. Rulers accorded special privileges to traders of whatever 
ethnic group or religion, e.g. traditional, Muslim, or Christian, in order to 
stinnJlate commerce and increase the customs revenue. And Africans of whatever 
status generally accorded traders and certain other groups safe passage and hospi-
tality; like hunters, bards, diviners, and marabouts, traders were readily identi-
fiable by their costumes and accoutrements and were rarely molested; by contrast, 
strangers without credentials, such as escaped slaves, individuals made "displaced 
persons" by warfare or natural disaster, people with no professional identities or 
kin living in an area to vouch for them, would have travelled the same routes in 
some peril. 
More speculatively, and a hypothesis for further investigation, is that 
stratified societies generally, and Mandinka dwelling along the Gambia River in 
particular, came to treat Luse-Africans (and Eurafricans generally) as an endogamous 
occupational group analogous to blacksmiths, leatherworkers, and bards. The social 
processes by which West African "caste" groups developed have yet to be adequately 
studied; and although it is uncertain to what extent the segregation of Luse-Afri-
cans may constitute an analogy, there is considerable historical documentation con-
cerning them and other Eurafrican groups available for analysis. 
Other than family and kin, Portuguese and Luse-Africans had their closest re-
lationships with grumetes .and domestic slaves. Both groups shared with Portuguese 
and Luse-Africans the day-to-day activities of the small trading comnn.Inities, 
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learned Crioulo, and adopted many Portuguese and Lusa-African practices and customs. 
Grumetes were hired from coastal-riverine societies to navigate trading craft and 
perform ancillary tasks. There were grumete communities in all the principal trad-
ing settlements of the Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast, but disappointingly little 
information is recorded in European sources concerning them. lt is uncertain, for 
example, whether the men in such communities were long-term inhabitants, or whether 
there were regular patterns of labor migration, Likewise, did grumetes bring women 
from their own villages, or did they take wives from local communities? To what 
extent did young women from grumete communities become wives of Portuguese and Luso-
Africans, and what became of their children? It would be interesting to know how 
grumetes "presented themselves" to the African societies they travelled among, 
inasmuch as they spoke Crioulo, possessed Earopean garments, and shared other attri-
butes of Lusa-Africans. One may speculate that when it was advantageous to do so, 
grumetes "advertised" themselves as Lusa-Africans, or identified themselves with 
Lusa-African or Portuguese employers, and used their African credentials when it 
best served their interests. 
Many of the same questions are outstanding concerning domestic slaves, which 
Portuguese and Lusa-Africans used for a variety of trade-related and household tasks. 
Men were often selected because they were skilled smiths, woodworkers, or weavers, 
or were trained in these and other skills. It would seem that many .slaves, or 
their children (the latter not infrequently fathered by their masters), were granted 
their freedom and were absorbed into grumete communities. Unfortunately, there is 
little documentary evidence concerning such matters, and research is made the more 
difficult from the circumstance that both grumetes and slaves were given, or adopted, 
Portuguese first names and often acquired their masters' surnames as well. 
Portuguese and Lusa-African cultural exchanges with African traders, rulers, 
and other elements of society likewise need systematic study. Portuguese and Lusa-
Africans were constrained to adhere to African patterns of hospitality, and perforce 
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entertained as guests traders and rulers and their entourages, as well as members 
of their families and hangers-on. Some might stay for extended periods of time, 
and perhaps demand that their children or those of relatives might reside as wards. 
At different times and seasons, Portuguese and Lusa-Africans may have had hunters, 
fishermen, medical specialists, oracles, and other visitors residing in their com-
pounds or staying with dependents in the trading community. 
All the foregoing contributed to the development and diffusion of Lusa-African 
cultural attributes, an aggregate of elements from both heritages, Portuguese and 
African. Next to Lusa-Africans themselves, grumetes must have been the most impor-
tant agents of diffusion; they had close and sustained contacts with Portuguese 
and Lusa-Africans, and they travelled extensively among their own and other African 
societies in the course of trading activities. 
Lusa-African attributes which became widespread among African societies of the 
Senegambia and Upper Guinea Coast include the use of Crioulo as a lingua"franca 
among traders; Portuguese-style clothing, houses, and house furnishings; Christian 
beliefs and practices, often significantly modified by syncretistic developments; 
and numerous European, American, and Asian plants, trees, andr .. domestic animals; 
these "trace elements" help to identify Lusa-African settlements, even when long 
abandoned. 
Concomitantly, Lusa-Africans continually learned and adopted much from the 
African societies they lived among; these elements, as previously noted, became 
incorporated into the Cape Verdean heritage. Insofar as it can be studied, it would 
be insightful to reconstruct the collective, shared experience of Lusa-Africans: 
what sort of Crioulo they spoke (and wrote?); their family and social organizations; 
education and socialization of children; religious beliefs and practices; medical 
treatments; food preferences and cookery; and other social and cultural norms and 
practices. Scholarship concerning such topics was long discouraged in Guinea and 
13 
the Cape Verde Islands by official policies and social pressures which fostered 
the dissemination of Portuguese Language and culture and denigrated all others. 14 
Expulsion and Segregation of Lusa-Africans 
From the latter part of the sixteenth century, Banhuns, Casangas (people of 
the Casa state), Diola, and Papels progressively restricted the movements and 
places of residence of Lusa-Africans, Portuguese, and other Europeans and Eurafri-
cans. And during the second half of the eighteenth century, the Mandinka states 
along the Gambia favored British and Anglo-African traders at the expense of Lusa-
African traders, causing many Lusa-Africans to leave the river. What happened, 
why, and by what means, are only sketchily known. What appears to have been the 
sequence of developments is outlined below. 
(1) Cacheu-Casamance. During the 1570s sporadic conflict with Banhuns and 
Casangas caused Portuguese and Lusa-African traders to withdraw south of the Cacheu 
River to live among Papels. In 1589, on the pretext of constructing a fortified 
stockade to defend against French and English raiders, Portuguese and Lusa-Africans 
built a stronghold at Cacheu and barricaded themselves inside. The Papels' response 
to the deception was decisive: they forced the opening of the stronghold, exacted 
. 15 payment in retribution, and otherwise asserted their prerogatives as landlords. 
Some Lusa-Africans and Portuguese afterwards reestablished residence among 
the Banhuns and Casangas, but sporadic conflict continued, and in the years to 
come the pattern was for Lusa-Africans and Portuguese (the latter in declining 
numbers during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries) to live at Cacheu, visit 
Farim at the head of navigation during the trading season, and leave commerce along 
the Cacheu River and its tributaries to grumete compradors. And by the beginning 
of the nineteenth century, if not earlier, the combination of water and land routes 
between Cacheu and Ziguinchor were closed to Lusa-Africans and Portuguese. 
14 
(2) Casamance-Gambia. Available evidence indicates that Europeans and Eurafricans 
of whatever origins were denied access to the Banhun trade route connecting the 
Songrougrou River and Vintang Creek from the 1740s onwards, and that Luse-Africans 
living north of the Casamance River gradually withdrew from Banhun and Diola com-
·t. t t Z · · · h 16 muni ies o congrega eat iguinc or. Luse-Africans and grumetes continued to 
undertake trading voyages along the Casamance and Songrougrou rivers from Ziguin-
chour, but local commerce and overland trade were controlled by Africans. 
(3) The Gambia. As related above, European sources report that Luse-African 
traders were well entrenched along the Gambia River in the 1720s and 1730s, and 
insisted on maintaining their identities as whites, Portuguese, and Christians. 
In a striking turnabout, the fortunes of Luse-African traders along the Gambia 
markedly declined from the middle of the eighteenth century and many departed for 
the Guinea-Bissau region. Why this happened requires further investigation. The 
principal reason seems to have been the deterioration of the Luse-Africans' 
economic position due to the progressive establishment of British and Anglo-African 
traders in the upper Gambia dealing directly with upriver markets and thereby deny-
ing Lusa-Africans their middleman role. But there are also indications that 
MandinRa rulers significantly increased taxes and imposed restrictions on Lusa-
African trade and travel similar to constraints imposed earlier by Banhun and 
17 Diola along the Vintang Creek-Songrougrou River trade route. 
Whatever the reasons for the drastic change of Luse-African fortunes along the 
Gambia, the consequences were manifested along the length of the river. When 
Mungo Park travelled along the Gambia in 1795, he found Mandinka controlling trade 
at the village of Bintang near the juncture of VintangiCreek and the Gambia River, 
the northern terminus of the Banhun trade network, the Englishmen were well en-
trenched in upper riverside trade. Only a half-century before, Francis Moore had 
ltt described Luse-Africans as important middlemen in __ b_oth areas. 
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Yet to be investigated is the development of the Luse-African co=nity that 
settled under British protection at Bathurst after its founding in April 1816. 
The commercial quarter of Bathurst (today Banjul) became known as "Portuguese Town," 
peopled by Luse-Africans from along the Gambia River, from the Guinea-Bissau region, 
and from the Cape Verde Islands. Another topic for investigation is the possibil-
ity that some Luse-Africans along the Gambia River may not have migrated at all, 
but simply given up their "identities" as Luse-Africans, becoming absorbed by 
African communities. 
(4) Cacheu-Mansoa-Geba. Sometime around 1805, conflict between traders from 
Cacheu and the Naga group of Papels living between the Cacheu and Mansoa rivers 
caused the latter to close their territory to Luse-African and Portuguese traders 
and to prevent travel between Cacheu and Bissau for the next fifty years. Honoria 
Pereira Barreto negotiated a peace treaty with the Nagas in 1856, but whether the 
Naga afterwards permitted Luse-Africans and Portuguese unhindered passage across 
h . . . . 19 t eir territory is uncertain. 
The closing of Naga territory to Luse-Africans and Portuguese, following the 
travel blockades previously imposed by the Banhuns, Casangas, and Diola living be-
tween the Cacheu and Casamance rivers, forced Luse-Africans and Portuguese to 
travel by water between the three commercial and adminstrative centers of Bissau, 
Cacheu, and Ziguinchor. The time-consuming, lengthy, and sometimes dangerous sea 
passages contributed to infrequent co=nications, and had the consequence of iso-
lating each colllillllnity from the others. These circumstances were explmited during 
the second two-thirds of the nineteenth century by French, Franco-African, and 
Senegalese traders and by French colonial officals in Senegal, who dismembered 
.Z.iguinchor and the Casamance River from "Portuguese Guinea," thereby completing 
a process long since initiated by Banhuns, Casangas, and Diola. 
Oral traditions collected among African societies may someday elucidate the 
foregoing developments, including the strategies worked out by each society and, 
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the evidence suggests, between societies. Perhaps information will be forthcoming 
concerning the interstate diplomacy and negotiations by which societies coordinated 
their policies. More speculative, and a hypothesis for investigation, is the pos-
sibility that the expulsion and segregation of Lusa-Africans by African societies 
of the Semegambia and Upper Guinea Coast represented but one manifestation of a 
general concern to control alien "stranger" elements. In the Senegambia from at 
least the sixteenth century, Muslim clerics, together with their families and fol-
lowers, sought and/or were encouraged to dwell apart from other communities. 20 
Did African societies regard the spatial separation of Lusa-Africans in similar 
terms? 
Whatever the explanation for the "encapsulation" of Europeans and Eurafricans 
in the area between the Gambia and Geba rivers, there is no question of its effec-
tiveness. One manifestation of this is that Europeans and Eurafricans came to 
possess less information concerning the area, and that much of what they recorded 
is distorted or inaccurate. Such is graphically recorded by maps made in the first 
half of the nineteenth century. British and Anglo-African traders along the Gambia, 
for example, became convinced of the existence of a water route connecting the 
Gambia and the Casamance. A map depicting such a stream was sent to the Colonial 
Office in 1827, and Lieutenant-Governor Rendall undertook a reconnaissance along 
Vin tang Creek in 1831, undeterred by warnings concerning the "ferocity" of Diola 
or the Alcaide of Bintang's assertion that "No White Man had ever been allowed to 
pass upon any of the Creeks leading from the Main Stream." Though unsuccessful in 
his fruitless quest, Rendall had become obsessed with the rumors of a waterway 
connecting the Gambia and Casamance, and declared that he was "more persuaded than 
ever" of its existence. 21 The chimera was not completely discredited until mid-
century. 
Likewise grossly inaccurate is the map published by Jos~ Joaquim Lopes de Lima 
in 1844 showing the Casamance and Cacheu rivers linked by two large streams, the 
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· "Rio Zigoche" and the "Rio Bojeto." Lima obviously made no effort to investigate 
these waterways while he was commandant of Cacheu in 1830-1831--deterred, it would 
seem, by his trepidations concerning the Africans living in the area. 22 
To be sure, some Luse-Africans and Anglo-Africans may have learned the true 
circumstances concerning trade routes in the area between the Gambia and Geba rivers 
and were simply unwilling to share their knowledge with Europeans. But it is note-
worthy that Honorio Pereira Barreto, whose family and relations were the principle 
traders in the Cacheu-Casamance area, does not describe either the Cacheu-Ziguin-
chor or Casamance-Gambia conm1ercial routes in his writings; whether· the omission 
was due to reticence or ignorance is unknown. 23 With respect to reports of water-
ways connecting the Cacheu and Mansoa rivers through Papel territory, Barreto 
forthrightly acknowledged his ignorance. He asserted in November 1856 that he 
could not attest to the veracity of such reports one way to the other, adding 
that one could not entirely rely on African reports. 24 
No documentary evidence has been located reporting any Luso-African or Portu-
guese trips overland be):lleen Bissau and Cacheu, or between Cacheu and Ziguinchor 
during the first half of the nineteenth century. Ziguinchor was a dependency of 
Cacheu, but neither commandants of Cacheu or subordinate officers ever visited, 
whether by the sea or the overland route. The distance between the two communities 
is approximately twenty miles as the callao bird stalks (for it seldom deigns to 
fly) and about thirty miles by streams and portage; yet, a Portuguese officer who 
c omrnanded Cacheu in the 1850s asserted in a report that he could say "little or 
nothing" concerning Ziguinchor, because it was "quite far away" (bastante distante) 
from Cacheu! He added that no one travelled from Cacheu to Ziguinchor because the 
African societies controlling the waterways exacted such high customs that merchan-
dise transported to Ziguinchor could not compete with French goods brought to the 
25 Casamance from Senegal. 
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Luso-African Social and Cultural Reinforcement 
The concentration of Luso-Africans, grumetes, and a small and declining 
number of Portuguese into a few communities and seasonal trading settlements in the 
Cacheu-Casamance area had numerous consequences which can only be summarized here. 
Preeminent was the reinforcement of Luso-Africans' sense of identity as a group. 
This is evident from endogamous marriage patterns, supplemented by alliances with 
Cape Verdean traders and army officers, and by concerted and successful efforts by 
Luso-Africans to manage their own affairs independent of the governors of the 
Province of Cape Verde and Guinea and commandants appointed for Cacheu and Ziguin-
chor. 
Effective Luso-African control of Ziguinchor's affairs dates from at least the 
1760s, from which time the Carvalho-Alvarenga family furnished the commandants for 
the fort as well as exercising a predominant role in the commerce of the Casamance 
area. Luso-African influence at Cacheu increased markedly from the 1780s, became 
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ascendant in the 1810s with Rosa de Carvalho-Alvarenga and her husband, Joao 
Pereira Barreto, and culminated with their son, Honorio Pereira Barreto, who served 
as commandant of Cacheu, acting governor, and governor of Guinea from the 1830s 
until his death in 1859. 26 
By contrast, Guinea-born Luso-Africans exercised significantly less influence 
at Bissau, where Portuguese and Cape Verdean traders and army officers remained in 
the ascendancy, except for the periods of Barreto's governorship. The most influ-
ential person in Bissau during the second quarter of the nineteenth century was a 
Cape Verdean, Caetano Jose Nozolini, who in association with his Bijago/Papel (?) 
wife, Mae Aurelia Correia, dominated the commerce of the Geba and Grande rivers 
during the 1830s and 1840s. 27 
During the nineteenth century numerous Luso-Africans and grumetes took employ-
ment with British and Anglo-African traders from the Gambia and with French and 
Franco-Africans from Senegal who were engaged in commerce in the Casamance River 
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and along the Upper Guinea Coast. One consequence was numerous marriages between 
Luse-Africans of the Guinea-Bissau region and Luse-Africans and Eurafricans from 
the Gambia, Senegal, and Guinea-Conakry, all of which expanded the web of Eurafri-
can family and commercial.networks extending the length of the Senegambia and 
Upper Guinea Coast. 
From the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries it was Luse-Africans, not 
Portuguese, who exercised the preponderant economic, social, and cultural influences 
in the coastal and riverine areas of the Guinea-Bissau region. It was Luse-Afri-
cans, not Portuguese, who created "Portuguese Guinea," and who tenaciously defended 
their interests against French and British encroachments during the long diminuendo 
of Portugal's political and economic weakness and neglect of West African interests 
which lasted until the 1870s. Subsequently, Portuguese military forces slowly and 
with considerable difficulty conquered the African societies living within the 
boundaries France relegated to Portugal. 
Portuguese conquest of African societies in Guinea shattered the "encapsula-
tion" of Luse-Africans, enabling them to exercise a greatly expanded commercial 
role in the coastal-riverine area, principally as compradors for French and Portu-
guese trading firms, and, for the first time, to engage in commerce in the woodland-
savanna area as well. Whether as traders, employees of commercial firms, auxiliaries 
for the Portuguese colonial administration, soldiers, teachers, or priests, or prac-
ticing still other occupations, Luse-Africans (both Guinea-born and Cape Verdeans) 
continued to be the principal disseminators of Portuguese--and Luso-African--social 
and cultural influences. 
The descendants of the Luse-Africans who created "Portuguese Guinea" contri-
buted much to the development of "Guinea-Bissau." The continuing evolution of the 
Cape Verde Islands-Guinea nexus and how the leaders of the Partido Africano da Inde-
pendencia da Guine e Cabe Verde (PAIGC) capitalized on the shared Luse-African 
heritage is a fascinating saga that has yet to be written. I look forward to con-
tributions from other scholars. 
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